
Now that the calendar is changing to June, we will begin monitoring for the possibility of PJM peak load 
events. Going forward, we will send a report on Monday morning to provide an outlook for the 
upcoming week. As a possible peak day approaches, additional reports will be sent to keep you informed 
of the likelihood of setting one of the 5 peak load days. This will normally occur in the morning and then 
early afternoon ahead of the peak. 
 
Tomorrow, June 1st, has a low probability of being one of the 5 summer peaks. Load is forecasted to be 
in the low 120,000 MW range and the initial control target for a possible event is 133,000 MWs. 
 
Real Time PJM RTO Total load can be tracked here 
https://dataviewer.pjm.com/dataviewer/pages/public/load.jsf 
 
Annual capacity costs are set by your usage contribution to the peak hour during the 5 peak days from 
June through September, multiplied by the auction clearing price. Any usage reduction during these 
hours can reduce your costs starting in June of the following year.  As the PJM forecasted usage 
approaches or exceeds the Estimated Control Target, you may want to reduce your organization’s 
expected usage.                          
                                                                                                                                                                                            
                            
The capacity costs you pay go to power generators who can guarantee availability. IGS Energy sets an 
estimated control target based on the previous summer’s peaks and will adjust the target as the current 
summer progresses. Annual clearing prices are determined by PJM through auctions.  More information 
about PJM can be found at www.PJM.com          
 
This is for informational purposes only.  All information is "as is" and is not intended for trading 
purposes or advice.  IGS Energy makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the 
quality, accuracy, completeness, or reliability of the information provided in this newsletter.  Further, 
IGS Energy is not liable for any informational errors or incompleteness or for any actions taken in 
reliance on information contained herein. 
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